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Tring School  
Local Governing Body Committee Minutes 
Wednesday 12 June 2019, 6.30pm 
 

Present: Mr A Kent 
 Mrs E Ayling 
 Rev Huw Bellis ex-officio  

 Mr J Foskett 
 Mrs K Hatrick 
 Mrs C Hodgson 
 Mrs C James 
 Mrs G Rogers 
 Mr G Tuckwell 

 Mrs S Collings (CEO/Headteacher) - ex-officio 
 

  
In Attendance: Mrs S Ambrose (Head of School) 
 Mrs R Georgiades (Deputy Head) 
 Mr R Gibberd (Business Director) 
 Head Student Team - Tim Baldwin, Abbie Stier, Ben Sharp, Josie Drake 
 Mrs A Wiltshear (Clerk) 

 
Opening Prayer - Read by Anthony Kent 

  

Item   

1. Welcome, apologies and absences. 

The Chair welcomed the new Head Student team. 
Apologies were received and accepted from Mr S Bladen, Mr A Durno, Mrs G Budgell 

 

Item   

2. Confirmation that the meeting is quorate 
The Clerk confirmed the meeting was quorate. 

 

Item   

3. Notification of Any Other Business 

It was agreed that the following items be tabled under Any Other Business: 

● Social Event 

● Scheme of Delegation 

● Addendum Magazine 

 

Item   

4. Declarations of Interests 
Rev Huw Bellis declared interest regarding Pastoral Report in Part Two - he is married to School 
Chaplain. 

 

Item   

5. Minutes of Previous Meeting held  

The minutes of the meeting held on 24 April 2019, previously circulated, were signed by the Chairman 

as a correct record.  A copy was signed and would be filed. 

 
 
 

Item   

6. Matters Arising 

6.1 Mental Health Training, link was sent. Governors reminded to look at the online training. 
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Item   

7. Head Student Team Report 

Tim Baldwin, Abbie Stier, Ben Sharp, Josie Drake gave a presentation on their proposed projects. 
7.1 Tring Talks - planning to use this to connect more with younger students and encourage them to 

participate. 

 

7.2 The Health Project -This will be a joint team project aimed at mental health and physical health.  

● House football event - This to be a charity event and hopefully encourage all students to 

participate.  It was suggested by governors that those students not wanting to play football 

could get involved in other sports, e.g. ‘highland games’ activities. 

● Look at social health/first aid through ELD/COOL time 

● The Mason Mile - national project, encourage fitness within schools.  Mile run, sponsored by 

Mason Mile, students receive wristbands, etc. Similar to daily mile which is in primary schools. 

 

The students were informed that Mr Barlow was also introducing to Yr 7 ‘Reading & Walking’ which 

could form part of their project. 

 

The team would like to produce leaflets for students in partnership with the Sports Centre.   

Their aim was to get students active. 

 

 

 

Item   

8. Committee Reports 

8.1 Students, Learning & Community 

The committee had received a Quality of Teaching presentation by RGS 

They had looked at data tracking and monitoring. 

There had been a lengthy discussion on Able Gifted & Talented (proposed to rename ‘Able & Ambitious). CH 

and KH will meet with NB to discuss further. 

8.2 Resources 

● Most of the meeting had been discussion on Sports Centre and Rebuild. 

● A business plan for the Sports Centre will be put together for September.   

● The 3 Directors would be meeting within the next couple of weeks. 

● There had been a brief report on TSEL which was all going to plan. 

● The Spending limits flow chart is now on governors’ area of website. 

● Governors were informed that the Catering Team had won Herts Catering award this year. 

8.3 Pupil, Discipline, Complaints, Staff Dismissals, Appeals, Grievance  Committee 

This committee had not met. 

 

 

Item   

9. Chair’s Business 

9.1 Governing Body Structure 

Governors had received the paper in advance of the meeting. The Chair had explained that he was 

considering how LGB works under MAT structure and proposed that the Committees were disbanded 

and LGB meetings take place monthly basis 10/11 times per year.   

AK stated that the reasoning for this proposal was two-fold 

● With very effective trustees and work under scheme of delegation, duplicating work was 

apparent, eg policies. 

● Where sub-division occurred, governors of each committee focussing on their main 

responsibilities. AK felt it important that the level of knowledge must be across the whole board 

and the focus being on Teaching & Learning and the SDP. 
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In terms of practicality, twice a year a LT member and GB link would report on their areas of 

responsibilities. These will be scheduled in advance. 

 

There followed detailed discussion with several important points raised: 

 

KH - Felt there was a danger of governors linked with LT entrenched specialisms. 

Although this would then be shared within one LGB meeting, governors not involved with that area 

could still remain active. 

AK - Alternative is for LGB to take on a particular responsibility, which would mean working with a 

number of LT members.   

KH - would you have a working group looking at Teaching & Learning? 

AK - working groups no problem, but don’t want to overload governors. 

Want to ensure there are clear links for governors to work with LT. 

GT - Several govs could link into one LT member. 

KH - BIg issues - not to have one governor working on it. 

SAA - There are 4 pillars under SDP to focus on, part of new governance meetings could allow sub 

groups.  1 governor link to an LT member was to establish accountability and promote strategic 

questioning from one link governor to LT.   

AK - The 4 lines of enquiry SAA talked about are exactly across all of the work we do.   

KH - everyone should be looking at all the areas within the school. 

RGe - as LT we could answer all questions on all areas - governors should not see just one member of 

LT, as LT has knowledge of all areas. 

KH - Fine balance between governors not taking an interest in particular areas. 

AK - We will review regularly. 

LA - There would be a different focus with leadership team links and change of meeting structure. 

JF - Must have defined programme of what is being discussed at each meeting. 

AK - The intent was to have 2 discussion topics at each meeting.  

SC - Need to create schedule of work before September 

AK - work with SAA to get structure right by end of term. Then work with SC/JD on ToR and 

Delegation document. 

SC - Automatic reporting which needs to be covered. 

AK - There would also be the need to look at MAT articles 

HB - When will meetings take place? 

AK - Set day agreed in advance.  Suggestion of second Tuesday in every month but draft list will be 

sent round as could vary days and times, AWi & VW will clerk meetings between them.  

 

Governors agreed that if the meetings were more regular, items discussed could be actioned promptly.  

 

CH - Do governors still have oversight on the new build?  Policies - do governors need a presence in 

MAT? 

AK - There is a proposal to form a Build Committee with 3 trustees, 3 governors + AK + SC + RG - the 

amount of work and time for this major project would be immense and could not afford LGB time. 

There would be delegated powers and reporting function to LGB and RLP. 

In response to the question of Policies - There were 2 types, those delegated to LGB and those RLP 

policies. Policies scheduled to be reviewed by RLP, are presented in advance to LGB. They are 

presented to LGB for information purposes. Setting the procedures within the policies is the schools’ 

responsibility as these are very operational.  SC reminded governors that a lot of policies were 

recommended by HfL and subsequently adopted by RLP.   

AK - Stated that the RACI document would be looked at regarding policies and reviewing whether 

policies sat with RLP or the individual schools (ie T&L and Mental Health were most recently 

highlighted as now sitting with individual schools). 

AK also shared that Ofsted were picking up that a lot of schools were not clear in the delegation 
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process between MAT and LGB, therefore, it was important to ensure that this would not happen 

within RLP/Tring School. 

AK to circulate thoughts and timings. 

It was important to set timed agenda to ensure that the meetings were completed within the agreed 

time..  

After discussion regarding timings and governors availability alongside work commitments/travel, 

governors were reminded that they could attend meetings virtually, by dialing in. 

A selection of meetings would be set for the evening and a few for the mornings to trial them next year. 

9.2 Governing Body Self Assessment 

Governors had received a document.  AK informed them that it was a standardised document with 20 

questions.  Governors were requested to please complete and send back to AK by end of term. Report 

on findings will go to governors by September. 

 

 

Item   

10. Head of School Report 

Report had been previously circulated. 

  

Progress and outcomes  

SAA stated that students had sat approximately 26-30 separate papers within their GCSEs over a 4 

week period. She was pleased to report that Y11 and 13 demonstrated exemplary conduct during 

exams.  There had been no issues and full attendance. 

 

She drew governors’ attention to the fact that there had been some staffing disruption within D&T and 

BSt, which would have impacted some students. Although these areas had been covered internally 

and by supply. 

Ofqual - Issued annual health warning regarding variations to boundaries. 

Students generally felt that papers had been fair.  Although A level maths had been extremely 

challenging which caused the maths team concern. 

Governor Question - Does this not just change the boundary?   

 

SAA stated that despite this being a national issue and marking boundary would reflect this, the 

students would have come out of the exam demoralised.  

 

Leadership & Management - SC reported that DHT interviews had occurred and RGS was appointed.  

SK had been interviewed for Deputy Headship - she has a wealth of knowledge, and had been invited 

to join the leadership team supporting Christian Ethos and Biblical reference. 

 

Although DTSA had now folded the school would still maintain ITT provision and work with Herts 

University. 10 trainees signed up, 5 will stay in Dacorum, this had been the ambition over 3 years, to 

secure R & R across Dacorum. 

 

SDP - tried to streamline approach and where the SDP needs to focus. 

Looked at reducing out of class intervention and put intervention and energy into KS3 - to ‘keep up’ 

instead of ‘catch up’. As soon as student drops below minimum expected they are picked up. 

- Need to think how to engage teaching staff in looking at support. Will be looking to recruit 

pedagogy champions. A lot of work in place but not consistently applied across the school. 

- The other area is progress and attendance of disadvantaged - progress has been assigned to 

one person - LW.  She will continue to work with primaries and get to know families.  Aim is for 

every member of staff becoming a PP champion. 

- Tring School Charter - Aim is to maximise experience both academically and socially for all 

students. Jennah Hay is bringing in opportunities to assist some students 
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- Growing and developing RLP, the work being done between TS and GRPS to then share with 

non MAT schools. 

 

SAA assured governors that the school was mindful of the complexities that planning a new build 

would bring but would still have to make sure our provision maintains the high quality that the school 

aspires to. 

 

KH - when do governors have an input into the SDP? 

AK - The SDP would come to GB in September, governors’ input was taken from discussions during 

strategy day. 

SC - It is hard for governors to set the detailed strategy.  The strategic influences governors shared 

had all come together to create the next set of developments which got the team thinking about long 

term aims. LT used this info for their strategic afternoon and SDP writing. 

SAA - For example Able and Ambitious which had been raised and discussed at the strategy meeting; 

thinking about the quality of teaching, which falls into the first pillar. Charter - why the opportunities, 

again looking at Able and Ambitious and also Disadvantaged which would be incorporated into that 

pillar.. 

Fourth link with primary schools - ambitious - aspirational assemblies.  All the features talked about 

regularly have been captured within the document. 

 

There followed further discussion on governors’ definition of strategy and whether governors should be 

involved in setting the SDP.  The Chair agreed that the governors needed to spend more time focusing 

on the SDP beyond the ‘Strategy Afternoon’ in February.  However, SC reminded governors that their 

input into that session contributed to the building of the new SDP. 

 

There were also comments on whether growing the RLP should be a MAT aim rather than a school 

aim.  In response to this SC stated that this aim was for both.  The school aim focusing on the growth 

of the valuable learning taking place across the MAT, for both staff and pupils, which will continue. 

 

In conclusion the Chair commented that the LGB continued growing knowledge and developing and 

that the LGB needed to understand what part of the cycle to get involved in prior to the strategy day 

and on that day. This would be an area for the LGB to focus on during the next academic year. 

  

SC thanked GT for his comments on raising boys attendance and achievement which she felt was 

covered under the Tring School Charter where raising attendance of boys had been identified. 

 

SC also stated that Boys achievement is also covered within first two elements of the SDP. 

 

Huw Bellis and Christina James  left the meeting 

 

Data Sheet - This had been presented in a more accessible manner, tracking year groups and different 

cohorts. Yr 9 disadvantaged and attendance, there had been 3 difficult students. 

 

SAA was pleased to report that attendance was a strength of the school. 

 

Behaviour - Drug awareness team came in which resulted in expected spike on the exclusion table.  

Social media was also an issue, there had been a specific incident which had also affected exclusion 

figures.  SAA reported that the school was working with parents, students and the community police to 

address this issue. 

 

Curriculum Plan -  In response to governor request for more information, SAA gave more detail of how 

the curriculum will be adapted to address improvement areas: 
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The introduction of introduction of wellbeing reading for Yr7 

 

Governor Question: Where had the time come from to accommodate this? 

SAA responded that time had been taken from Art, which brought this in line with Drama and Music).  

 

Increased content of Computer Science for Yrs 7 & 8.  

A lot of work with NB and AG&T, linked with Unifrog, with access to wide reading materials. 

 

Yr 9 have been given the opportunity to gain a higher project qualification. 

 

Yr 10 - work with weak students with Pixel - links to various vocational options to continue engagement 

and motivation. 

Enhancement - 3rd ELD taking place this half term.   
 

Item    Interviews  

11. SIAMS Report 

Thanks to those who fed back regarding the positivity.  The inspection took place over two days in 
May. 
AK - Asked whether there would be further steps with Collective Worship and governors? 
SC -Reported that Collective Worship came out as Good. However, there was need for further work, 
this would be a feature for the Church school group, which included AK, Clergy and some staff in 
school.  
This would be an area included in SDP.  The impact will be measured as the year progresses through 
evaluations. 
   
SC was pleased to inform governors that PRS came out as Outstanding, This would not have had a 
separate judgement as a VC school so therefore it was important that this was acknowledged. 
 
AK - Stated that Collective Worship governor visits should be undertaken. 
 
SC - Expressed her thanks to the whole school for work with the inspection. In particular to the 
leadership team who worked tirelessly to meet the needs of the inspection. 

 

Item   

12. Update on Leisure Facilities & School Rebuild 

Document had been previously circulated.  RG drew attention to the dates worth noting for rebuild. 

 

Of the two companies seen, one seemed strong and the other weak. The first pair of CEM meetings 

had taken place, another pair would be held weekly over the next 5 weeks. 

 

It appeared from these meetings that the main focus from both contractors was to make the duration of 

the build time shorter. 

 

AK - Again raised the decision to form a Build committee.  He, together with JD have attended the 

CEM meetings.  There had been discussion at the recent Resources meeting about the formation of 

this committee, with the proposal that it would comprise of AK, JF, GT one other gov, 3 trustees, JD 

and RG.  It was felt important to have an SLC governor from curriculum aspect. This would be 

established under separate ToR.   

AK requested expression of interest from anyone on that committee. 

SC - Stated that there would be delegated powers to that group to make decisions swiftly.  

KH - asked whether legally the new school was Tring School or RLP.   

SC - Responded that ultimately, financially,  this sits with trustees.  However, Tring School had set 

aside funds for this project, therefore it was important to have a combination of both governors and 

trustees on the proposed committee. 
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RG - Stated that Tring School is part of the company of RLP. 

AK - Reminded the meeting that the project should be looked as to disruption to the school. 

CH - Questioned whether teachers would be involved. 

SC - Responded that AJD was working with SC in that respect. 
 

Leisure 

RG reported that there were still some serious snags in changing rooms.  

There were still decisions about cost to be finalised. 
 

TSLL was open for business on 1 June and officially opened on 8 June.  Memberships were building 

up - 40 to date. There was a great interest in swimming lessons, these would be commencing once a 

Swim School Manager was appointed, interviews had taken place that day. 
 

AK - Raised the question of when there would be a Business plan in place.   

RG - Responded that it would take a while to build, and that currently a P & L would be reported on a 

monthly basis. 
 

Head Student team left 

 

Item   

13. Safeguarding 

For information, AK meeting NB on 25 June and the annual Safeguarding report would be presented 

by the end of term. 
 

Item   

14. Governor Visits/Responsibilities & Governor Training 

Training log, please update as required. 

Training session on Effective Governance 19 June 7-9pm in the Sixth Form centre. 

AK - Reported that he had attended a strategic meeting attended yesterday. 
 

Item á  

13. Any other business 

a) Social Events - Document had been shared. Governors to please consider events they wished to 

attend and indicate on the attached form.  Rev Huw and Jane Bellis had invited to governors to a 

BBQ 3 July, reminder to governors to reply.  

       Governors also to arrange Induction drinks for LGB. 

b) Schedule of Delegation - AK would be meeting with Janis Donald  and Julian Crane.  Governors 

please look through the Schedule and share comments. 

c) Addendum magazine - AK is in touch with Anna Stubbs, 1 July deadline for article and photo.  AK 

happy to write an article. 

 

Item    

14. Conduct of meeting Governors to confirm that the meeting has been conducted in an open manner, 

that all Governors have been able to participate and contribute to discussions and that all members of 

the Governing Body will have access to these minutes. 

The meeting closed at 20:39 


